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SUMMARY

1.1 The Vital Signs report is Children’s Social Care performance report. The report
enables leaders and members of the Improvement Board understand and interpret
the key trends in children’s social care performance. The December Vital Signs report 
is appended for Member’s perusal and scrutiny. 

1.2 The OFSTED assurance visit tool place from the 15th to 17th December 2020. The 
focus of the visit was to look at the quality and impact of key decision-making for 
children who need help and protection, children in care and care leavers, together 
with the impact of leadership on service development. A copy of the letter following 
the visit is appended. 

1.3 Officers will be available to answer any questions. 

BACKGROUND

2.1 The Vital Signs report demonstrates that despite increased demand, compliance 
across the timeliness indicators remains good. However, it is of note that the 
percentage of Children in Care seeing a dentist has reduced further and is now the 
lowest it ever has been, this is attributed to the restrictions due to COVID, and is a 
national trend. The Children in Care Nurses are aware of this and are mindful of this 
when they complete health assessments. We have however commenced some 
focused work with carers to pick this back up.

2.2 The OFSTED assurance visit examined the quality and impact of key decision-
making for children who need help and protection, children in care and care leavers, 
together with the impact of leadership on service development.  

2.3 The letter from Ofsted recognises that:

 leaders have achieved some positive steps forward in a challenging context;
 have taken opportunities to maximise partnership working with other 

organisations, with a shared determination to focus on the most vulnerable 
children and families;

 have been putting in place the basic infrastructure and practice standards 
needed to support improvement within the service;

 have developed more effective oversight to support immediate decision-making 
when children are first referred to social care;

 are renewing IT resources to better support frontline practice
 have recruited to specialist posts and secured financial investment for children’s 

services.

2.4 The strengthened partnerships that Ofsted recognise has helped Children’s 
Services improve services for pre-birth and vulnerable children. Ofsted also note 
that many areas, especially our services for disabled children, safeguarding and 
education are working well.

2.5 However, it is recognised that there are still areas of weaknesses in achieving 
consistently good practice.  The inspectors note that the Leadership Team are fully 



aware of the challenges and are working through these. Of note, in view of our 
comprehensive improvement plan and self-assessment OFSTED did not make any 
priority recommendations following this visit. 

3. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

3.1 Not applicable.

4. FINANCIAL & RESOURCE APPRAISAL

4.1 There are no financial issues beyond the additional social work resources that have 
already been secured to assist in the improvement journey.  Any additional support 
required will be picked up and supported via the Enablers Programme.

5. RISK MANAGEMENT AND GOVERNANCE ISSUES

5.1 Risks in relation to improvement are being picked up and managed through the 
Improvement Programme governance framework.

6. LEGAL APPRAISAL

6.1 Not applicable.

7. OTHER IMPLICATIONS

7.1 SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS

Not applicable.

7.2 GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS IMPACTS

Not applicable.

7.3 COMMUNITY SAFETY IMPLICATIONS

Not applicable.

7.4 HUMAN RIGHTS ACT

Not applicable.

7.5 TRADE UNION

Not applicable.

7.6 WARD IMPLICATIONS

The Ofsted judgement affects all wards.



7.7 AREA COMMITTEE ACTION PLAN IMPLICATIONS
(for reports to Area Committees only)

Not applicable.

7.8 IMPLICATIONS FOR CORPORATE PARENTING

All improvements across Children’s Services will strengthen the Council’s ability to 
discharge its Corporate Parenting responsibilities. 

7.9 ISSUES ARISING FROM PRIVACY IMPACT ASSESMENT

None; the Ofsted report and Notice of Improvement are in the public domain.

8. NOT FOR PUBLICATION DOCUMENTS

8.1 None.

9. OPTIONS

9.1 None.

10. RECOMMENDATIONS

10.1 That this Committee notes the contents of this report and the progress being made.

11. APPENDICES

11.1 Vital Signs report (December 2020).

11.2 Ofsted Assurance Visit Letter – 15-17 December 2020.

12. BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS

None.


